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For the rest I expected the UV-B5 and UV-B6 to be more of the same: never perfect but value for money, with all the pros and cons we got used to. One of the cons one I slowly started to accept as something inevitable is a design based on SDR and DSP. SDR is considered cutting edge technology and cheap to produce, but so far the
implementation was flawed. Most of these radios lack a decent front end or produce a lot of phase noise. As a result these radios are overloaded in a heartbeat. The Wouxun KG-UVD1P and the Quansheng TG-UV2 are well known exceptions to the rule, but their price reflects this. You get what you pay for. You can use the software and

optional programming USB cable to program your own DCS scanner with the UV-B5. Simply put the frequency you want to scan identical in all memory channels 1 99. For each channel use a different DCS code. Then just start scan or manually use the channel knob to step through each DCS code manually. Not as slick as a built-in
scanner, but gets the job done. I used this method with my UV-B5 to discover and open a DCS squelched Motorola CP-200. I had been setting my Quansheng UV-B5 for over 3 years when I accidentally did a blind channel change, I was scanning 5.135. I was not a happy camper for a few days. The next day I decided to plug in my USB
Cable to upgrade firmware to the latest one. I was pleasantly surprised when the software opened up for me to check the memory channels and other functions. Thats when I found the memory channel plate was missing. No big deal I thought, just the missing part of the magnetism and you can still program it. But to my surprise, the

firmware chip was a different one, and the software had been updated. It showed the firmware and software as version 1.072 and software version 1.092. The backup firmware was 1.083 and software 1.096 and 1.099.
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Once you're up and running, the section for the radio presents its features and gives you step by step instructions for a rather good data/programming manual. The manual is in plain English with good examples. Definitely the best written of any handheld I've ever encountered. If you dont speak
Chinese, you probably wont fully understand all the text. Quansheng used the low cost Chinese transcription method which works well. Probably a programming mistake, but its a good way to test the radios transmit capability. After you give it a listen, plug the stock earphone and mic in one of the
small holes above the TX and RX buttons; try not to press the TX button until you can hear yourself on the mic. This link has some great documentation on this radio. Its even got lots of information on VHF programming! This site is very much worth checking out too. There are also Russian, Italian,

Portuguese, and Spanish languages that are built in too. Scratch programming (or bang the radio to program) seems to be a very easy thing to get working with this radio. Its extremely easy to change the programming settings, almost like its intended. Just be sure to use a 1.1m female pin header.
If you have an 8-pin header, you will need to strip the insides or cut the female pin header out. TG-UV2, + 4-001K + 6-034 Quansheng TG-UV2 Dual Band radio + earp + USB Cable Key Specifications/Special Features: Frequency range: FM: 88-108MHz (RX) VHF: 136-174MHz (RX/TX) UHF:

400-470MHz (RX/TX) Double frequency display of the LCD U-U, V-V, U-V work mode CTCSS/DCS auto search Built-in Vox function Scrambler FM radio Jacklight function Alpha-numeric display Talk in multi-bands PC programmable 1750Hz call tone Frequency/channel scanning Channel scanning list
edition(by which you may choose a channel to scan) Battery : Li-ion battery Dual-watch operation Power switch:5w/2.5w/1w Priority scan Wide/narrow bandwidth Transmitter: Power output: High5w Medium 2.5w Low 1w Emission Current: 1.5A Modulation sensitivity: 12mV Modulation Distortion:
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